ABSTRACT. This paper can be considered as continuous part of [1], where the generalized diffusion theory of rigid spherical particle sedimentation in viscous fluid was investigated. Here a numerical solution of non-stationary sedimentation process is obtained by using the explicit finite difference method. The obtained results show that this model can be used for qualitative study of physical phenomenon of sedimentation problem.
The Governing Equation System
Let 's consider a sedimentation process ofrigid, spherical, non-rotational particles in a viscous suspension filled up the space between two horizontal parallel planes separated by the vert ical distance L (Fig. 1) . It is assumed that the suspension is in a initial stationary state and being forced only by the gravity.
In this case the movement of particles under the gravity force is considered only in the vertical z direction, and there is not a mean volume suspension velocity.
Therefore r.p, J, pare functions of variables (t , z):
On basis of above mentioned assumptions, the equation system has the following form :
And after determination of r.p and J we can define the pressure p by:
In addition, in (1.2) and (1.3) it was supposed that:
where: . P1, P?, P_ -densities of particle, fluid phase and suspension; J -particle generalized d1ffus1on flux; cp -particle volume concentration; ?-thermodynamically pressure; T -temperature of suspension; µ 1 -generalized chemical potential of particles; ai, /Ji -constitutive coefficients; g -acceleration of gravity; t -time; z -space coordinate. In order to determine the volume concentration cp and diffusion flux J of particles, the following conditions are used: -Initial conditions: at t=O:
J =Jo= 0 -Boundary conditions:
where L is the distance between the parallel planes.
The Numerical Formulation
a) The finite-difference equation system [2, 3}
(1.5)
It is clear that equat ion system (1.2) is nonlinear. We will use an explicit approach with finite-difference technique for its numerical solution.
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Conclusion
From the results illustrated in Fig. 3-8 one can see that together with time growing, the particles will be concentrated more and more in the direction of upper plane if they are lighter than viscous fluid , and they will be concentrated in the direction to the bed in the opposite case.
Since average particle concentration in considered suspension is small and the difference between particle and fluid densities are not big, so hydrostatic pressure distribution is not influenced by particle distribution (Fig. 7) .
The obtained results show that this model can be used for qualitative study of physical phenomenon of sedimentation problem.
